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Abstract 
‘Loot boxes’ are a type of videogame monetization model that emerged in recent years, containing 
randomized rewards of varying rarities. The element of chance seeks to entice players into buying 
loot boxes in hopes of receiving a rare and desirable reward. The design of loot boxes has been 
identified to be addictive and to entice players to spend more money than they estimated they 
would. With links to addiction and gambling behaviours, loot boxes may cause social harm if not 
sufficiently regulated. Singapore is not new to the videogaming scene and may seek to regulate 
loot boxes should it emerge as a social problem amongst Singaporeans. By acknowledging existing 
approaches towards regulating loot boxes and situating loot boxes in Singapore’s social context, 
this paper explores Lessig’s four modalities of constraint as a framework to hypothesize loot box 
regulatory options for Singapore. 
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Introduction 
 

In seeking increased revenue from their products, videogame developers have adopted in-game 
loot into their monetization models, through the sale of videogame loot boxes for real-world 
money. Loot boxes in videogames are digital containers that hold a random item of varying rarity 
(Castillo, 2019), but odds of receiving a coveted item are usually low. Players purchase loot boxes 
for a chance at in-game items that increase the power level of their in-game avatars, or in-game 
cosmetic items that alter the look of their avatars, setting them aesthetically apart from the rest of 
the in-game community (Freedman, 2019). This shift in revenue model for game developers, 
however, has divided gaming communities. While the model has boosted revenue for developers, 
many gamers lament the potential ramifications, such as the need for additional expenditure 
beyond traditional shelf prices. This has drawn considerable ire from gaming communities as they 
predict a future where winners in games are decided more by gamers’ financial status than their 
skill or effort. Potential links to gambling have also drawn concern over the unregulated state of 
loot boxes. 
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Literature Review 
 

Videogames have come a long way since the coin-eating machines found in arcades. In 2018, the 
videogames industry grossed $131 billion in revenue (Lanier, 2019). Despite its growth, the 
industry faces stagnating price tags for games and ever-expanding budgets (Kain, 2018), shaving 
profits off revenue. This has led to videogame companies seeking to attract additional customer 
spending through innovative digital content. Digital content in videogames is often monetized 
through microtransactions, where consumers pay for extra content in-game such as loot boxes 
(Agarwal, 2017). Loot boxes can draw significant revenue as they are designed to be purchased 
repeatedly. To understand why this monetization model has become so increasingly popular, a 
brief look into the history of loot boxes in the videogame industry is necessary.  
 
Loot boxes stem from “gachapon”, a Japanese term for toy machines dispensing random prizes 
(Toto, 2012a). Introducing “gachapon” into videogames generated significant revenue, with the 
Japanese puzzle game “Puzzle and Dragons” becoming the first mobile game to gross USD 1 
billion in 2013, underlining the success of the loot box monetization model (Jordan, 2013). 
Blizzard Entertainment subsequently brought loot boxes into popular consciousness with their 
shooter game Overwatch, attributing up to USD2 billion of revenue to loot boxes (Thubron, 2018). 
 
Consumer Response to Loot Boxes 
Despite providing significant revenue to publishers, loot boxes are not necessarily an experience 
that gamers enjoy. Initially, games such as Team Fortress 2 and Overwatch introduced cosmetic 
loot boxes, containing digital content that alters the aesthetics in a player’s gaming experience, 
also known as ‘skins’ (Freedman, 2019). Cosmetic content allowed players to uniquely customize 
the aesthetics of players’ avatars, while maintaining a fair play environment. However, publishers 
eventually experimented with loot boxes that alter the fairness of this environment. Star Wars 
Battlefront II, a game from Electronic Arts (EA), aggressively marketed loot boxes before its 
launch (Webster, 2018). Dissatisfied gamers declared a boycott on Star Wars Battlefront II for 
being a full-priced game that contained performance-boosting microtransactions, providing an 
unfair advantage in terms of access to coveted characters. The boycott made the game one of the 
industry’s largest flops, with EA’s official response being criticized on Reddit for their explanation 
of implementing loot boxes to “provide a sense of pride and achievement for unlocking different 
heroes” (MBMMaverick, 2017).  
 
Post-fiasco, EA turned off the microtransactions in the game. In the aftermath, EA’s chief design 
officer Patrick Söderlund acknowledged in an interview that their decisions were wrong and that 
there was a lot to learn from the community (Webster, 2018), which signaled a shift in EA’s 
acceptance to self-regulate and set boundaries when monetizing their videogames. 
 
Industry Response to Loot Boxes 
A key factor for the popularity of loot boxes is the identification of consumers with significant 
spending power. These consumers are known as “whales” - gamers who spend large amounts of 
money in games to distinguish themselves from others (Dreier et al., 2017). Such whales have 
been known to spend upwards of a thousand dollars across multiple microtransactions (Agarwal, 
2017; Rose, 2013). Despite their expenditures, some whales regret their purchases, with many 
falling into debt (Gambling Health Alliance, 2020; Rose, 2013). Game developers seek to attract 
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whales into spending money on their games, and methods include patented behaviour tracking and 
bespoke in-game microtransaction offerings based on their in-game spending habits (King et al., 
2019). For example, in 2017 publisher Activision-Blizzard patented a method of matchmaking 
players with others using skins bought from loot boxes, associating skilled gameplay with the urge 
to buy loot boxes (Alexandra, 2017). The design behind the opening of loot boxes makes for an 
exciting spectacle for consumers, with animations and colour-coding of rare rewards building 
anticipation and excitement (Wiltshire, 2017). Such sales designs push players towards spending 
on microtransactions, and will only escalate in magnitude as monetization models seek to capture 
and stimulate spending behaviours amongst game players.  
 
Despite industry fervour in hawking loot boxes, the industry has shown self-awareness towards 
loot boxes as a problem. This was largely sparked by the investigations into loot boxes conducted 
by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) of the United States (Federal Trade Commission, 2020). 
During the workshop, the Entertainment Software Agency (ESA) announced that its members had 
entered into a commitment to provide transparency on loot box probabilities no later than 2020 
(ESA, 2019), signifying industry intent to placate the FTC and potentially soften their 
investigations. However, other industry partners argued that transparency through disclosing of 
loot box odds is insufficient (Vance et al., 2019). In the workshop, Consumer Reports outlined 
how behavioural design in games aims to subtly nudge players into spending money on 
microtransactions such as loot boxes, and can be manipulative towards consumers (Vance et al., 
2019). However, the panel did acknowledge the difficulty in achieving a standardized regulatory 
framework. These statements highlight how current self-regulatory measures alone are inadequate.  
 
Loot boxes in videogames have so far been identified as immensely problematic. They have been 
linked to problem gambling, (Castillo, 2019; Cerezo, 2019; Zendle & Cairns, 2018), with children 
and youths being most vulnerable to overspending (Calado et al., 2014), and their design as a 
product can foster compulsive and addictive behaviours amongst gamers (Wiltshire, 2017). 
Consumers of videogames in Singapore may struggle with addictive behaviours found in such 
immersive technologies, such as problem gambling and excessive spending. With South-east Asia 
predicted to generate $4.6 billion in videogame revenue in 2019 (Newzoo, 2019) and Singapore 
warming up towards competitive videogaming (Channel NewsAsia, 2019), understanding loot 
boxes and addictive behaviours amongst gamers would help illuminate social behaviours and 
economic activity in cyberspace. As such, developing regulatory frameworks for Singapore can 
benefit policymaking, as Singapore moves towards nationwide digital transformations 
(Government of Singapore, 2019).  
 
In a speech addressed to the 5th Symposium on Gambling Regulation and Crime, the Minister for 
Manpower and Second Minister for Home Affairs Josephine Teo highlighted loot boxes as 
“products across various modes of gambling or gaming” (Teo, 2019), calling for new regulations 
that can address these randomized products of chance. However, developing regulatory 
frameworks for videogames can be complex, as excessive laws may stifle the industry’s economy. 
For this paper, Lawrence Lessig’s four modalities of constraint on regulating cyberspace activity 
(Lessig, 2006) will be used as a theoretical framework in approaching regulation of loot boxes in 
Singapore.  
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Adopting Lessig’s Four Modalities of Constraint 
 

As digital experiences shared amongst users in cyberspace increase, Lessig noted that experiences 
and behaviours in cyberspace could be influenced through various methods of regulation, with 
code being an essential method (Lessig, 2006). Code dictates what behaviours are permitted, 
constraining what users can do in cyberspace. Code exemplifies values and provides control. In 
conceptualizing regulation, Lessig introduced four modalities that constrain cyberspace 
behaviours, namely laws (legal constraints), norms (social interactions), markets (prices and 
choice) and architecture (design in technology) (Lessig, 2006). Laws serve to regulate and curb 
undesired behaviour, and often utilize architecture as a means to achieve this, as for example when 
outlawing speeding (law) and installing speed bumps (architecture) (Lessig, 2006). Speeding may 
also be socially unacceptable, thus making such behaviours undesirable as norms. Receiving 
speeding tickets may cause car insurance premiums to increase, so the markets exert further 
influence on curbing unwanted behaviour. Using Lessig’s four modalities of constraint has proved 
fruitful to explore cyberspace behaviours in Singapore (Jiow, 2013), and can provide an 
opportunity to hypothesize sustainable regulatory measures. These constraints are interlinked and 
may be interdependent, and it is expected that elements of other modalities will emerge while 
discussing each modality of constraint.  
 
Law 
A major step towards facilitating legal constraints on the distribution of loot boxes in videogames 
would be to provide a clearer definition of what a player’s money is worth in games of chance, 
given that consumers prescribe monetary value to loot box rewards that they are willing to spend 
money on. Furthermore, the act of selling digital goods in videogames, known as real-money 
trading (RMT), is an issue prevalent in many online videogames. Game service providers may 
expressively forbid RMT activities, but it has been observed to be inefficient in restricting such 
activities (Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, 2019). Loot box contents may be traded 
through the selling of game service accounts or in-game trading after money is received (Toto, 
2012b). This creates complications in defining money’s worth in loot boxes and to some extent, 
allows loot boxes to be played for cash prizes. Ultimately, regulation should seek to tread a middle 
ground for both the state and the free market–constraining the harms of excessive loot box 
consumption, whilst retaining the opportunity to meet supply with demand.  
 
To identify and formulate regulations on loot boxes using laws, considerations must be made of 
Singapore’s stance on gambling and economic trade. Singapore’s Remote Gambling Act is one 
law enacted in 2015 (Remote Gambling Act 2014, 2015) aimed at combating online gambling 
activities, which places the Act in a position to effectively target and regulate loot boxes. The 
Remote Gambling Act of Singapore defines gambling as “staking money’s worth on an outcome”, 
“playing a game of chance for money’s worth”, and “any game, method, device, scheme or 
competition whereby money or money’s worth is distributed or allotted in any manner depending 
upon or to be determined by chance or lot”, and was enacted to primarily prevent crime and protect 
young and vulnerable persons from the harms of gambling (Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 
Committee, 2019; Remote Gambling Act 2014, 2015). However, the Infocomm Media 
Development Authority of Singapore clarified that they would not target videogames that had 
elements of gambling that do not involve monetary or real-world prizes (IMDA, 2015). This means 
that should Singapore decide to outlaw elements of gambling experiences in videogames, new 
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laws will be necessary, and it would create tensions amongst videogame companies who employ 
loot boxes as part of their monetization strategies in their videogames. Subsequently, it risks 
Singapore’s high rankings on economic freedom (The Heritage Foundation, 2019), as curbing loot 
boxes may turn videogame companies away from doing business in Singapore, a global trade hub.  
 
With Singapore’s free-market standards, laws that outright ban loot boxes, akin to Belgium’s ban 
(Taylor, 2018), would be highly unlikely, though not impossible. Although definitions on 
gambling are clear, definitions on games of chance are blurry. In 2018, Singapore saw vending 
machines that dispensed mystery prizes for a small fee (Tay, 2018), resembling a real-world 
equivalent of loot boxes. These vending machines were eventually outlawed by the state 
(Singapore Police Force, 2018), and defined as gambling. This ban demonstrated the state’s stance 
on gambling activities, but was criticized as an arbitrary move, as many similar activities involve 
games of chance (Tay, 2018). Businesses tend to be classified as gambling when the monetary 
value of the prizes they offer can be more easily determined.  
 
Despite the difficulty in ascribing a monetary value to digital items in videogame loot boxes, the 
allure of a rare prize is essentially the marketing pitch of both mystery prize vending machines and 
digital loot boxes. Despite the impact on economy and business for videogame companies, 
acknowledgement of loot boxes as a novel product incorporating gambling makes a ban on loot 
boxes a possible last resort for the state (Singapore Police Force, 2018), should it evolve into a 
huge social issue for Singaporeans. If avoiding such drastic measures is preferred in order to 
maintain the viability of the videogame industry in Singapore, the State must encourage alternative 
monetization models for videogames, which is discussed in the Markets modality section of this 
paper. 
 
Social Norms 
The fracas around the predatory nature of loot boxes in video games has so far received momentum 
and interest from various regulatory authorities around the world (Akimoto, 2012; Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport Committee, 2019; Federal Trade Commission, 2019; Taylor, 2018). However, 
social norms that surround videogaming and loot boxes remain shrouded. The Star Wars 
Battlefront II loot box debacle gives some insight into how players were vehemently against loot 
boxes as a monetization model, with the backlash causing EA, the publisher of Star Wars 
Battlefront II, to suffer an 8.5% drop in share prices, a loss valued at USD$3.1 billion (Kain, 2017). 
With this incident, the aversion and controversy surrounding loot boxes created a negative image 
that severely constrained the profitability of loot boxes. The impact of the boycott gained enough 
traction to warrant self-regulation amongst game publishers, with games such as Fortnite, Call of 
Duty: Modern Warfare and Rocket League stepping away from loot boxes altogether, and instead 
offering “battle pass” type microtransactions (Jordan, 2018). “Battle passes” are a type of 
milestone microtransaction where gamers purchase access to a list of rewards that are provided as 
gamers invest playtime into games (Davenport, 2018; Jordan, 2018). 
 
The case study of the Star Wars Battlefront II incident (MBMMaverick, 2017) highlights a set of 
social norms amongst gamers who identify the profit-making objectives of videogame publishers 
as problematic, luring gamers into spending unnecessary money on features of a game (Busby, 
2019; King et al., 2019), and how their community actions effectively prohibit the profitability of 
the loot box monetization model. One reason behind the development of these norms that help 
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build an aversion towards loot boxes would be the concept of “pay to win”, or “P2W” (Rester, 
2019, p. 223), where emerging loot box products contain digital content such as weapons or 
characters that are stronger than non-loot box counterparts, allowing gamers to gain an advantage 
during gameplay. A study by Qutee, a data analytics platform, found that 98% of respondents felt 
that “pay to win” was unacceptable, as respondents felt that it contributes to unfair play conditions 
where players are only as strong as their disposable income (Qutee, 2018). Continued debate 
amongst gamers on what constitutes value for their dollar can steer and potentially accelerate 
industry self-regulation, further constraining videogame companies’ behaviours and their 
preference for the loot box monetization model.  
 
Loot boxes remain a product of debate amongst lawmakers as a novel digital product. As earlier 
discussed, social norms held amongst gamers can generate enough momentum amongst their 
communities to effect change in the markets (Rester, 2019; Webster, 2018). Although social norms 
over loot boxes are largely negotiated between consumer and game publishers, their influence can 
cross over towards regulating and constraining sales through supply and demand, which will be 
explored next in the Markets modality of constraint. 
 
Markets 
It is in the financial interest of videogame companies to ensure that their monetization models 
remain accepted by their player base, to ensure continued revenue. In 2019, free-to-play games 
drew a revenue of USD$87.1 billion for the videogames industry, an increase of 6% from 2018 
(SuperData, 2020). As previously discussed on the social aversion to loot box monetization, 
videogame, publishers have opted to self-regulate and adopt alternative models, such as battle 
passes (Davenport, 2018). Thus, it can be argued that alternative monetization models that appeal 
to a customer base averse to loot boxes can be effective in transitioning away from those loot box 
monetization models.  
 
Although battle pass monetization models have become popular (Davenport, 2018; Jordan, 2018), 
there are limits to how much they can regulate loot boxes. “Gacha” games that heavily involve the 
use of loot box mechanics for progression in their games cannot feasibly migrate towards a battle 
pass model, as “Gacha” design is centred around collecting a variety of avatars and equipment, 
with rarer versions being more coveted as they may be statistically stronger than their less-rare 
counterparts (Klepek, 2017; Toto, 2012a). Compared to game genres such as Multiplayer Online 
Battle Arenas (MOBA) (Mora-Cantallops & Sicilia, 2018) and shooter style games, Gacha game 
design revolves around obtaining high-rarity and stronger avatars to complete missions (Klepek, 
2017), rather than on an emphasis on fairness and skilled play. Battle pass monetization models 
tend to reward cosmetic content such as alternative in-game skins for avatars or equipment 
(Davenport, 2018), maintaining the emphasis on fairness. This would directly contradict Gacha 
design and therefore not be feasible to implement. As a result, publishers may steer away from 
Gacha genres as part of their self-regulation considerations.  
 
As loot boxes are digital content, traditional concepts of supply and demand (Lessig, 2006, p. 122) 
are not applicable. Supply of loot boxes is infinite in cyberspace, and the rarity of randomized 
rewards is designed to draw consumers in to repeatedly purchase loot boxes until they obtain 
something they want (Alexandra, 2017; Castillo, 2019; Zagal et al., 2013). As such, videogame 
publishers will seek to drive demand for loot boxes to increase sales. For loot boxes that offer 
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cosmetic rewards, these rewards will typically feature aesthetical content that allows players to 
customize their gameplay experience and distinguish themselves. As a result, a reliance on other 
modalities of constraint will be necessary to achieve regulation in markets.  
 
In this section, it is observed that social norms amongst consumers can force market self-
regulation, with videogame companies adopting alternative monetization such as battle passes. 
However, data is inconclusive on whether battle passes are more profitable than loot boxes for 
videogaming companies, and battle passes are not even feasible for all videogame genres that 
market loot boxes. With loot boxes enjoying an infinite supply like all digital products, the Markets 
modality in Lessig’s modalities of constraint is not an effective regulator of constraining the sale 
of loot boxes, nor of constraining the behaviours of videogaming companies in marketing loot 
boxes. This would be one limitation on applying Lessig’s framework to regulating loot boxes. 
 
Architecture 
Lessig (2006) defines architectural constraints as those that seek to curb behaviours by design. In 
the context of loot boxes, it would refer to making the purchase of loot boxes difficult or may 
involve regulating the design of loot boxes to be less predatory or less misleading. Architectural 
solutions conceptualized include removing the ‘Audio-Visual Design of Loot Box Opening’ (King 
& Delfabbro, 2019, p. 172), which involves a celebratory experience when opening loot boxes that 
reinforces addictive behaviours in consumers (Larche et al., 2019). Another would be ‘Removal 
of Repeat or Duplicate (i.e. Contextually Worthless) Rewards’ (King & Delfabbro, 2019, p. 172), 
which prevents players from receiving duplicates from obtainable rewards in a loot box. 
Essentially, these are ethical countermeasures that seek to reduce the potential harms of loot boxes. 
However, not all proposed solutions are feasible. Most of the proposed solutions are unlikely to be 
implemented by the videogame industry without some sort of regulatory encouragement from 
government states (Xiao & Henderson, 2019), as it impacts profitability. 
 
From the above discussion, to provide clarity on setting industry regulations on loot boxes in 
Singapore it would be fruitful to break away from arguments of whether loot boxes constitute 
gambling, and focus on the concept of ‘predatory monetization’ (King et al., 2019). For example, 
the removal of audio-visual design in opening loot boxes would be consistent with how Singapore 
removes advertising in addictive substances such as tobacco, instead placing graphic imagery to 
combat said addiction (Abu Baker & Chia, 2019). Architectural solutions are numerous, as seen 
in recommendations by King and Delfabbro, but have not as yet provided any miracle cures. As 
earlier discussed in the Law section, some of Singapore’s regulations on gambling involves visit 
and spending limits on top of age limits (NCPG, 2019). The state can consider this in loot box 
expenditures by requesting videogame publishers to set purchase limits (King & Delfabbro, 2019, 
p. 174) which can prevent excessive spending, remaining consistent in their regulation of addictive 
activities. 
 

Discussion 
 

Using Lessig’s four modalities of constraint as a framework to theorize regulation, we identified 
several regulatory options and situated them in Singapore’s economic and cultural environment to 
assess their feasibility and provide a holistic view on the issues that surround, and often shroud, 
loot boxes. 
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Consumption Tax And Removal Of Audio-Visual Experiences In Loot Boxes 
In the Law section, we introduced Singapore’s climate on regulating traditional gambling, and a 
case study of similar real-world vending machines. Considering its business-friendly environment, 
it would be unlikely for Singapore to take up regulations that may hamper the videogame 
industry’s growth like the ban on loot boxes by Belgium and the Netherlands (Taylor, 2018). To 
constrain the sale of loot boxes through law and markets, Singapore could explore a tiered tax on 
buying increasing amounts of loot boxes in a specific timeframe, to discourage overconsumption 
behaviours and encourage players to stagger their purchases. This is in line with Singapore’s sin 
taxes (Shaffer, 2014), designed to tax products that are associated with social ills. One immediate 
limitation would be that this drives away smaller videogame companies who may not profit enough 
to sustain their business as a result of excessive taxation. Taxing loot boxes similarly impacts 
videogame design if the content of loot boxes is necessary for gameplay experiences. An 
increasing tax may cause undue negative gameplay experience for consumers as well, and may 
become a pseudo-ban on loot boxes. As a measured response, the state could explore mandating 
the removal of audio-visual content in videogames that utilize variable-ratio reinforcement 
schedules (Larche et al., 2019). The removal of such gameplay experiences that reinforce addictive 
behaviours could help restrain consumers from developing the urge to overspend on loot boxes. 
Furthermore, adopting loot box terminologies in official anti-gambling campaigns can thrust 
addictive digital products into popular consciousness, and help consumers make more informed 
decisions. 
 
Ethical Frameworks and Alternative Monetization 
A case study on consumer outrage also provided insight into how social norms can constrain the 
sale of loot boxes. Consumer aversion to loot boxes can push videogame publishers to self-
regulate, shifting from a loot box monetization model towards alternatives such as battle passes 
(Ashley, 2018; Davenport, 2018). Customer dissatisfaction can form part of the social norms 
amongst consumers, creating a negative image of loot boxes that limits their sales. In the Markets 
section, more on industry self-regulation was identified, and analysis on the feasibility of battle 
passes showed that they could be less problematic than addictive loot boxes (Davenport, 2018). 
 
In the Social Norms section, consumer trends can constrain the sale of loot boxes. These trends 
have been largely focused on the ethics of monetizing video games (Neely, 2019), and the theme 
of ethics should be considered when using other modalities of constraint to regulate the sale of loot 
boxes through markets. For example, state intervention through law may provide an ethics 
framework for loot boxes to promote social responsibility in the videogame industry. An ethics 
framework would incorporate aspects of ethical game design, transparency and accountability 
(King & Delfabbro, 2019). Supply of loot boxes may be constrained by law by preventing the use 
of virtual currency to obfuscate awareness of player spending (King & Delfabbro, 2019, p. 170).  
 
Collective perceptions of value from loot boxes can shift market sentiment, creating an 
interdependency between the two modalities of constraint for loot boxes. Although not 
immediately useful for state regulation, collective sentiment is particularly useful for the design of 
an ethical framework for monetizing games. This framework can help Singapore incentivize 
socially responsible business practices in the videogames industry. Regulators approaching an 
ethical framework should focus on collecting data on videogaming consumer habits and opinions, 
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in order to mitigate how videogame publishers capitalize on player behaviours to encourage 
spending. 
 
Tax Breaks And Age Limits 
Lastly, in the Architecture section, existing studies outlined how concepts of ethical game design 
and social responsibility may guide regulation options, acknowledging the limited feasibility for 
some recommended regulations due to the economic interests of videogame publishers. In 
consideration of these factors, rather than attempting to harshly regulate or impede the sale of loot 
boxes, an alternative to banning loot boxes includes encouraging ethical monetization of 
videogames through state incentives such as tax breaks (Xiao & Henderson, 2019) within an 
ethical framework promoting social responsibility. Tax breaks could be given to game publishers 
who integrate constraints on buying loot boxes or remove them entirely. However, the feasibility 
of implementing tax breaks would be questionable, as there are game genres whose reliance on 
luck and elements of games of chance may not qualify for such incentives, essentially penalizing 
the freedom of design and game variety.  
 
A less disruptive constraint would be age limits that can be implemented on consumers to protect 
youths. With MyInfo, a service offered by SingPass (GovTech Singapore, 2020), age verification 
measures can be implemented on consumers when they sign up for an account with videogame 
providers that hawk loot boxes. Compliance with state architecture such as MyInfo may facilitate 
a soft regulatory approach from the state. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The introduction of loot boxes by the videogame industry produced significant revenue and has 
become a cultural phenomenon in videogames. However, loot boxes have also shown their 
potential to damage a growing videogaming demographic, through the promotion of addictive 
gambling behaviours. Using Lessig’s four modalities of constraint, Singapore could spearhead 
regulatory initiatives that may be low impact on the videogaming industry, such as reducing audio-
visual material found to reinforce purchasing behaviours, and introducing consumption taxes and 
age limits on access to real-world currency products in-game. These provisional measures would 
seek to constrain behaviours related to addiction and gambling through the purchase of loot boxes. 
This paper has also identified how social norms in videogaming communities can inform future 
research on collectively perceived unethical practices in the videogame industry, which future 
qualitative research can focus on when studying the harms caused by loot boxes. The negative 
impacts of loot boxes have consequences on Singapore’s growing videogaming population, and 
with continued study into the local norms around thm, regulators can develop effective measures 
on loot boxes to encourage ethical business practices. 
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